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Exclusively for MDIS Graduates!

tĞƚĂŬĞŐƌĞĂƚƉƌŝĚĞŝŶďƌŝŶŐŝŶŐǇŽƵƚŚĞůĂƚĞƐƚ
ĞĚŝƟŽŶ ŽĨ ŽŶĚ͕ ŽƵƌ D/^ ůƵŵŶŝ EĞǁƐůĞƩĞƌ͘
&ŝůůĞĚ ǁŝƚŚ ĞǆĐŝƟŶŐ ƵƉĚĂƚĞƐ ŽĨ ŽƵƌ ŐƌĂĚƵĂƚĞƐ͛
ůĂƚĞƐƚ ĂĐŚŝĞǀĞŵĞŶƚƐ ĂƐ ǁĞůů ĂƐ ƚŚĞ ƵƉĐŽŵŝŶŐ
ĞǀĞŶƚƐĨŽƌŽƵƌůƵŵŶŝ͕ƚŚŝƐŝƐƐƵĞǁŝůůŐŝǀĞǇŽƵĂ
ƐĞŶƐĞŽĨƉƌŝĚĞĂƐĂŶůƵŵŶƵƐ͘

ƉĂƌƟĐŝƉĂƟŽŶ ĨƌŽŵ ŽƵƌ ůƵŵŶŝ ŝŶ ĚŝīĞƌĞŶƚ
ĂƐƉĞĐƚƐĂƐǇŽƵŬĞĞƉŝŶƚŽƵĐŚǁŝƚŚD/^͛ĞǆĐŝƟŶŐ
ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚƐĂŶĚĞǀĞŶƚƐ͘

/Ŷ ƚŚĞ ůĂƚĞƐƚ ŝƐƐƵĞ͕ ǁĞ ĨĞĂƚƵƌĞ ƚŚĞ ƐƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵů
ĐĂƌĞĞƌƐŽĨǀĂƌŝŽƵƐD/^ůƵŵŶŝ͖ĂďƵƐŝŶĞƐƐŽǁŶĞƌ
ŽĨ ƚǁŽ ďƵĚĚŝŶŐ ĞŶƚĞƌƉƌŝƐĞƐ ĂŶĚ ĂŶŽƚŚĞƌ D/^
dŽƚŚĞŐƌĂĚƵĂƟŶŐĐŽŚŽƌƚŽĨϮϬϭϮ͕ǁĞĐŽŶŐƌĂƚƵůĂƚĞ ůƵŵŶŝ ŵĞŵďĞƌ ǁŚŽ ŝƐ ĐƵƌƌĞŶƚůǇ Ă DĂŶĂŐŝŶŐ
ǇŽƵ ŽŶ ǇŽƵƌ ƐƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵů ĂĐĂĚĞŵŝĐ ĂĐŚŝĞǀĞŵĞŶƚƐ ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌŽĨ>ĞŐĂƚŽdƌŽŶŝǆ͘
ĂŶĚ ƚĂŬĞ ƚŚŝƐ ŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚǇ ƚŽ ǁĞůĐŽŵĞ ǇŽƵ ĂƐ Ă
ƐǇŽƵďƌŽǁƐĞƚŚƌŽƵŐŚƚŚŝƐŝƐƐƵĞ͕ǁĞŚŽƉĞǇŽƵ
ƉĂƌƚŽĨŽƵƌůƵŵŶŝ͘
ǁŝůů ĮŶĚ D/^͛ ůĂƚĞƐƚ ŚĂƉƉĞŶŝŶŐƐ ŝŶƐŝŐŚƞƵů ĂŶĚ
ŶŽƚŚĞƌ ǇĞĂƌ ŚĂƐ ƉĂƐƐĞĚ ĂŶĚ D/^ ŚĂƐ ůŝǀĞĚ ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƟŶŐ͘tĞĂƌĞĚĞĮŶŝƚĞůǇďƌŝŶŐŝŶŐǇŽƵŵŽƌĞ
ƵƉ ƚŽ ŝƚƐ ƌĞƉƵƚĂƟŽŶ ŽĨ ͞KƉƟŵŝƐŝŶŐ 'ƌŽǁƚŚ͕ ĞǆĐŝƟŶŐ ŶĞǁƐ ĂŶĚ  ĂĐƟǀŝƟĞƐ ŝŶ ŽƵƌ ƐƵďƐĞƋƵĞŶƚ
^ĞŝǌŝŶŐ KƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƟĞƐ͘͟ dŚĞ ƐĂŵĞ ĐĂŶ ďĞ ƐĂŝĚ ŝƐƐƵĞƐĂŶĚĞůĞĐƚƌŽŶŝĐŵĂŝůĞƌƐ͘tĞĂƉƉƌĞĐŝĂƚĞǇŽƵƌ
ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ĨĂŶƚĂƐƟĐ ĂĐŚŝĞǀĞŵĞŶƚƐ ŽĨ ŽƵƌ ŶƵŵĞƌŽƵƐ ĐŽŶƟŶƵĞĚƐƵƉƉŽƌƚĂƐǁĞůŽŽŬƚŽƐƚĂǇĐŽŶŶĞĐƚĞĚ
ŐƌĂĚƵĂƚĞƐ ǁŚŽ ĂƌĞ Ă ƚƌƵĞ ƚĞƐƟŵŽŶǇ ŽĨ D/^͛ ǁŝƚŚǇŽƵ͊
ƐƵĐĐĞƐƐ͕ĂŶĚǁĞĂƌĞǀĞƌǇƉƌŽƵĚŽĨĞĂĐŚĂŶĚĞǀĞƌǇ
,ĂƉƉǇZĞĂĚŝŶŐ͊
ŽŶĞŽĨǇŽƵ͘
ĞŝŶŐ ƉĂƌƚ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ D/^ &ĂŵŝůǇ͕ ƚŚĞ ůƵŵŶŝ ŚĂĚ
ŶƵŵĞƌŽƵƐŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƟĞƐƚŽƐƚĂǇĐŽŶŶĞĐƚĞĚǁŝƚŚ
ƚŚĞŝƌůŵĂDĂƚĞƌĂŶĚůĞĐƚƵƌĞƌƐŝŶƚŚĞƉĂƐƚǇĞĂƌ͘ dĂŶ'ĞŬ<Śŝŵ͕WD
DŽǀŝŶŐ ĨŽƌǁĂƌĚ͕ ǁĞ ŚŽƉĞ ƚŽ ŚĂǀĞ ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞĚ ^ĞŶŝŽƌŝƌĞĐƚŽƌ

INTERVIEW
About Colin Seet
1. Why did you choose MDIS?
Colin Seet (CS): As I had been well into a year of full employment, it was evident then that I needed
to upgrade myself adequately soon. And I needed an institution that would be able to provide a
conducive yet reputable education. That was when I had embarked on my search for the perfect deal,
and it was not long after that I had been convinced by the offering from MDIS. It was assuring to read
graduates’ stories and testimonials of their life in MDIS, and the supportt tthey
hey ha
had
been given by the institution.

2. What were you like in your school days?
CS: I was a total mischief in primary school, a vocal student in secondary
school, and a man on a mission at MDIS.

3. How did MDIS play a part in your career?
CS: MDIS taught me to be independent, the education system gave me
space to grow in a way that I needed and yet giving me a net to fall on.
With that independence, I learned to survive by my own efforts, but not
forgetting the need to work with a team as that was clearly stated through
my experience with group projects.

4. Perhaps you can share with us some insights about your current appointment.
CS: I am currently a business owner of two enterprises. I am managing Production One Pte Ltd – an
event services agency and One Wedding – a entertainment hub for wedding celebrations.
Production One Pte Ltd
Production One is an event services agency that offers a comprehensive array of resources and
solutions that caters to all your event requirements. Our service specialisation profile encompasses
three broad but distinct aspects that relate to most events – Events Management, Artiste Management
and Technical Consultancy.
One Wedding
One Wedding is a one-stop wedding entertainment company for all your wedding
ding
di
ng
g
entertainment needs. From the most engaging and experienced masters off
ceremonies, the most entertaining musical acts, and the most professional
nal
technical consultants, we have everything you need.

5. Any happiness and/or regrets during your school days that you
ou
would like to share with us?
CS: I am truly glad that I had made so many friends, and even till now we stillll
do share that bond whenever we meet. I can’t say I have any regrets but I had
d
wished we had the facilities the present students have.

6. As an Alumni, how do you think you can contribute to MDIS or
what can we improve to rekindle your interest?
CS: I would like to share as much as I can, my journey with the present
students through speaking engagements or even a one-to-one clinic session. I
manaagem
emen
nt It was truly
would love to be a part of a team / committee to advice and teach on event management.
an honour to have had been invited to sit as a guest judge for the MDIS Talentime 2011. Events like
these remind me of the pride I have for the institution. Moving forward, more networking sessions
could be organised to gather graduates and resources as they may be in a good position to aid any
programme or activity that is planned by the respective schools.

SPOTLIGHT
About Jay Xu Jie
How It All Began
I came to know of MDIS from one of the magazines that my friend gave me. The
magazine listed various choices and details of private education programmes
and I made my decision to join MDIS.
I chose MDIS because of its excellent international community which gave me
the opportunity to make good friends from eastern Europe such as Russia,
and also various parts of Asia including Thailand, Japan, Philippines, Korea
and Taiwan. This allowed me to broaden my horizon and expanded my networkk
and prepared me to go global when I graduated.

:ĂǇŝŶ'Ğƌŵ
ĂŶǇŽŶĂ
ůĞŝƐƵƌĞƚƌŝƉ͘

My Campus Life
It also exposed me to various cultures with different mindset and thinking. This allows me to widen
my knowledge on mannerism and the various expressions of different nationalities.
(Tip: One example is that I enjoyed working with the foreign students because they emphasise on
effectiveness and they make it a point to communicate with each and every group member all the
time. Whether a mistake is made or a good job done, they are able to derive the positives from the
learning journey and motivate group members. This motivates the whole team to scale greater
heights and achieve targets ahead of time!)

What I Enjoyed
The time spent during group assignments was the happiest moment in my school days not because
we got together to share our knowledge; the time spent was also the beginning where we fostered
team spirit. MDIS is the perfect melting pot that prepared us for the globalised world as it allows us
to connect, understand one another’s culture and share the lighter side of our languages! We will
still stay in touch with one another regardless of our location to build on the wonderful friendship
fostered and the opportunities that MDIS provided us.

Currently
I am doing a project in Shanghai, China. The MDIS Experience has served me well in my global
journey in integrating with current trends and adding value to my job. MDIS will forever stay close
to my heart.

:ĂǇ;ĐĞŶƚƌĞͿ
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ŵŝĚƐƚƚŚĞŵĂũŽƌŝƚǇŽĨǁŽŵĞŶƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚƚŚĞ/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂůtŽŵĞŶ͛ƐĂǇ;/tͿĞǀĞŶƚǁĞƌĞƐŽŵĞŵĞŶ͕ĂŶĚ
DƐ'ƌĂĐĞ&Ƶ͕^ĞŶŝŽƌDŝŶŝƐƚĞƌŽĨ^ƚĂƚĞĨŽƌ/ŶĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶ͕ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƟŽŶƐĂŶĚƚŚĞƌƚƐΘƚŚĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂŶĚ
tĂƚĞƌZĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ͕ƚŚĞŬĞǇŶŽƚĞƐƉĞĂŬĞƌ͕ǁĂƐŐůĂĚƚŽŶŽƚĞƚŚĞŝƌƉƌĞƐĞŶĐĞĂŶĚƚŚĂŶŬĞĚƚŚĞŵĨŽƌƚŚĞŝƌŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚ
ĂŶĚƉĂƌƟĐŝƉĂƟŽŶ͘dŚĞ/tĨŽƌƵŵǁŝƚŚŝƚƐĚŝƐƟŶŐƵŝƐŚĞĚƉĂŶĞůŽĨƐƉĞĂŬĞƌƐƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĚƚŚĞďƵǌǌĂƐŶƵŵĞƌŽƵƐŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƟŶŐ
ƚŽƉŝĐƐǁĞƌĞƌĂŝƐĞĚĨŽƌĚŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŽŶ͘
D/^ŚŽƐƚĞĚŝƚƐĮƌƐƚƌĞĂŬĨĂƐƚdĂůŬŽĨƚŚĞzĞĂƌĂƚƚŚĞD/^ƵĚŝƚŽƌŝƵŵďǇŚŽŶŽƵƌŝŶŐǁŽŵĞŶŽŶ/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂůtŽŵĞŶ͛Ɛ
ĂǇ;/tͿŽŶϴDĂƌĐŚϮϬϭϮ͘/ŶŝƚƐϭϬϭƐƚǇĞĂƌ͕ƚŚĞ/tĞǀĞŶƚŵĂƌŬĞĚƚŚĞŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞŽĨǁŽŵĞŶ͛ƐĂĐŚŝĞǀĞŵĞŶƚƐĂŶĚ
ƚŚĞŝƌ ƌŽůĞ ŝŶ ŝŵƉƌŽǀŝŶŐ ƚŚĞŝƌ ůŝǀĞƐ ĂŶĚ ƚŚŽƐĞ ĂƌŽƵŶĚ ƚŚĞŵ͘ dŚĞ ĨŽƌƵŵ ǁŝƚŚ ƚŚĞ ƚŚĞŵĞ͕ ƟƚůĞĚ ͞ŽŶŶĞĐƟŶŐ tŽŵĞŶ͕
/ŶƐƉŝƌŝŶŐ&ƵƚƵƌĞƐ͕͟ĂƩƌĂĐƚĞĚŵŽƌĞƚŚĂŶϯϬϬƉĂƌƟĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ͘
D/^WƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚ͕ƌƌŝĐ<ƵĂŶĚĞůŝǀĞƌĞĚŚŝƐŽƉĞŶŝŶŐĂĚĚƌĞƐƐǁĞůĐŽŵŝŶŐƉĂƌƟĐŝƉĂŶƚƐƚŽƚŚĞĞǀĞŶƚ͘DƐ'ƌĂĐĞ&Ƶ͕ĂƐƚŚĞ
ŚĂŝƌƉĞƌƐŽŶ͕WWtŽŵĞŶ͛ƐtŝŶŐ͕ƐƉŽŬĞŽĨƚŚĞŐŽǀĞƌŶŵĞŶƚ͛ƐŵŽǀĞŝŶƟŐŚƚĞŶŝŶŐƚŚĞŝŶƚĂŬĞŽĨĨŽƌĞŝŐŶůĂďŽƵƌ͕ǁŚŝĐŚŝŶ
ƚƵƌŶĐƌĞĂƚĞƐĂǁŝŶĚŽǁŽĨŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƟĞƐĨŽƌǁŽŵĞŶƐĞĞŬŝŶŐĞŵƉůŽǇŵĞŶƚŽŶĂĨƵůůͲƟŵĞŽƌƉĂƌƚͲƟŵĞďĂƐŝƐ͘
/ŶĐŽŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐŚĞƌƐƉĞĞĐŚ͕DƐ'ƌĂĐĞ&ƵƐĂŝĚ͕͞/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂůtŽŵĞŶ͛ƐĂǇŝƐĂƟŵĞƚŽƌĞŇĞĐƚŽŶƉƌŽŐƌĞƐƐŵĂĚĞ͕

ƚŽĐĂůůĨŽƌĐŚĂŶŐĞĂŶĚƚŽĐĞůĞďƌĂƚĞĂĐƚƐŽĨĐŽƵƌĂŐĞĂŶĚĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĂƟŽŶďǇŽƌĚŝŶĂƌǇǁŽŵĞŶǁŚŽŚĂǀĞƉůĂǇĞĚ
ĂŶĞǆƚƌĂŽƌĚŝŶĂƌǇƌŽůĞŝŶƚŚĞŚŝƐƚŽƌǇŽĨǁŽŵĞŶ͛ƐƌŝŐŚƚƐ͘͟

;&ƌŽŵ>ͲZͿ͗ƌƌŝĐ<ƵĂŶ͕D/^WƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚ͕DƐDĂůĂƚŚŝĂƐ͕WƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚŽĨ>t^/͕DƐŚůŽĞEŐ͕ŚĂƌƚĞƌĞĚ&ŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů
ŽŶƐƵůƚĂŶƚĂŶĚƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞDĂŶĂŐĞƌŽĨWƌŽĨĞƐƐŝŽŶĂů/ŶǀĞƐƚŵĞŶƚĚǀŝƐŽƌǇ^ĞƌǀŝĐĞƐ͕DĂŶĂŐŝŶŐŝƌĞĐƚŽƌ͕DƐ:ƵĚǇ,ĂƌŵĂŶ͕
DĐŽŶĂůĚ͛Ɛ^ŝŶŐĂƉŽƌĞ͕DƐ'ƌĂĐĞ&Ƶ͕DŝŶŝƐƚĞƌŽĨ^ƚĂƚĞĨŽƌ/ŶĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶ͕ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƟŽŶƐĂŶĚƚŚĞƌƚƐΘƚŚĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ
ĂŶĚtĂƚĞƌZĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ͕DƐŝĂŶĂ^Ğƌ͕dsWƌĞƐĞŶƚĞƌĂŶĚ&ŽƌŵĞƌ:ŽƵƌŶĂůŝƐƚ͕ƌZdŚĞǇǀĞŶĚƌĂŶ͕D/^^ĞĐƌĞƚĂƌǇͲ'ĞŶĞƌĂů͕
DƌZŽŐĞƌdŚĂŵ͕D/^ƐƐŝƐƚĂŶƚ^ĞĐƌĞƚĂƌǇͲ'ĞŶĞƌĂů͕DƐdĂŶ'ĞŬ<Śŝŵ͕D/^^ĞŶŝŽƌŝƌĞĐƚŽƌ͕DƌŚĂŵĂůĞ^ŝůǀĂ͕
D/^ŽƵŶĐŝůDĞŵďĞƌ͕ĂŶĚDƐ>ǇŶĞƩĞ>ŽŽ͕D/^ƐƐŝƐƚĂŶƚŝƌĞĐƚŽƌ
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;&ƌŽŵ>ͲZͿ͗^ƉĞĂŬĞƌƐͲDƐŚůŽĞEŐ͕DƐDĂůĂƚŚŝĂƐ͕DƐŝĂŶĂ^Ğƌ͕DƐ'ƌĂĐĞ&ƵĂŶĚDƐ:ƵĚǇ,ĂƌŵĂŶ͕ƐŚĂƌŝŶŐ
ƚŚĞŝƌǀŝĞǁƐĂƚƚŚĞ/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂůtŽŵĞŶ͛ƐĂǇĨŽƌƵŵ͘

&ŽůůŽǁŝŶŐ ŚĞƌ ĂĚĚƌĞƐƐ͕ ƚŚĞ ƉĂŶĞů ŽĨ ĚŝƐƟŶŐƵŝƐŚĞĚ ƐƉĞĂŬĞƌƐ͕ DƐ DĂůĂƚŚŝ ĂƐ͕ WƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚ ŽĨ >t^/͕ DƐ ŚůŽĞ EŐ͕
ŚĂƌƚĞƌĞĚ &ŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů ŽŶƐƵůƚĂŶƚ ĂŶĚ ƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞ DĂŶĂŐĞƌ ŽĨ WƌŽĨĞƐƐŝŽŶĂů /ŶǀĞƐƚŵĞŶƚ ĚǀŝƐŽƌǇ ^ĞƌǀŝĐĞƐ ĂŶĚ DƐ :ƵĚǇ
,ĂƌŵĂŶ͕DĂŶĂŐŝŶŐŝƌĞĐƚŽƌ͕DĐŽŶĂůĚ͛Ɛ^ŝŶŐĂƉŽƌĞƐŚĂƌĞĚŝŶƐƉŝƌŝŶŐŵĞƐƐĂŐĞƐĂŶĚƉĞƌƐŽŶĂůĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐƚŽŚŝŐŚůŝŐŚƚ
ƚŚĞŝƌǀŝĞǁƐ͘
dŚĞƉĂŶĞůĚŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŽŶƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĚƚŚĞĐůŝŵĂǆƚŽƚŚĞĞǀĞŶƚǁŝƚŚdsƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĞƌĂŶĚĨŽƌŵĞƌũŽƵƌŶĂůŝƐƚ͕DƐŝĂŶĂ^ĞƌŵŽĚĞƌĂƟŶŐ
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Featured Events
“An Update on Re-employment Law
and Guidelines”
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MDIS hosted
host its Breakfast Talk entitled “An Update on Re-employment Law
D

a
nd Gu
uidelines
es partnering Ministry of Manpower (MOM) and Singapore Human
and
Guidelines”
R
Re
Resources
sources Institute
Institute (SHRI)
(SHR
(S
HR to share with human resource practitioners and participants the
challenges faced in the implementation of the guidelines on 25 July 2012.
Attended by 230 participants, the talk kickstarted with Mr Lau Weng Hong, Deputy Director
(MOM) addressing the audience and sharing information on the statistics and success rates. Ms
Joan Chang, Deputy Director (MOM) spoke of the National Wage Council (NWC) Guidelines 2012.
Thereafter, Mr David Ang, Executive Director (SHRI) led a panel discussion involving Mr Lau and Ms
Chang and addressed the concerns that were close to the hearts of the participants.
The talk concluded on a positive note with a Question & Answer session and with much positive
feedback from our participants.
Below are some of the examples:

Good turnout and activee
participation from attendees.
Mr Lau Weng Hong, Guest Speakerr
Ministry of Manpowerr
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WĂƌƟĐŝƉĂŶƚƐƚĂŬ

Goo
od and professiionally con
ndu
ucted
d.
Mr Paul Tan, General Manager
Pacific Healthcare Group

Much thanks to MDIS for
organising the Breakfast Talk
yesterday on ‘Re-Employment’
subject matter which gave us
valuable information.
dŚĞƉĂƌƟĐŝƉĂ

Elsie Ang, Senior Manager
AspenTech

ŶƚƐďĞĨŽƌĞƚŚĞ
ĐŽŵŵĞŶĐĞŵ
ĞŶƚ
ŽĨƚŚĞƚĂůŬ

Upcoming Event

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES
Breakfast Talk: Singapore Economic Outlook 2013

Mobile App Design Workshop

The talk will focus on Singapore Economic Outlook
for 2013, followed by the Opportunities in Emerging
Markets for Singapore Firms. A panel discussion
involving the two panelists will be followed by a
Question & Answer session;

Learn the basics of creating apps that could generally
benefit any organisations or themselves. Be part of
this growing industry and if you have the next big
idea, we may have the workshop to take it to the next
level.

Day/Date
Time
Venue
Fees

Day/Date
Time
Venue
Fees

: Friday, 18 January 2013
: 9.00 am – 10.30 am
: MDIS Campus
: Free

: Friday, 25 January 2013
: 7.00 pm
: MDIS Campus
: TBA

Workshop: Be my Valentine

Zumba Fitness

This dating workshop will help you with the finer
points of attracting that special someone or to
strengthen the bonds with the one you are already
with.

Join our certified trainer to help you party yourself
into shape with their exhilarating, effective, easy-tofollow, calorie-burning dance fitness-party that is
moving millions of people towards joy and health.

Day/Date
Time
Venue
Fees

: Saturday, 16 February 2013
: 12 noon
: MDIS Campus
: Free

Day/Date
Time
Venue
Fees

: Tuesday, 26 February 2013
: 10 am – 12 noon
: MDIS Hostel, Dance Studio
: $35 (Members)
$40 (Alumni)

MDIS Interest Groups

Special Interest Groups

Get active in pursuing your personal interests and share sports
passion with like-minded friends. Grab the chance to represent
MDIS in various sports competitions or tournaments and keep
yourself healthy and fit. Join us now for that spice of campus life!

Toastmasters Club
Photography Club
Drama Club

Sports Interest Groups
Badminton Club
Basketball Club
Cricket Club
Dance Club
Soccer Club

3ULQWHGDW6WDPIRUG3UHVV
1RYHPEHU5HY

For registration and payment of workshop/activity, please proceed
to Membership Office, Energy HUB, MDIS Hostel, Level 5 or
register your interest at events@mdis.edu.sg.
For more information:
64735885
events@mdis.edu.sg
www.mdis.edu.sg/Membership/Interest-Groups
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